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Super wide angle lens with very good
correction for.n Medium wide angle
prime lens. Can be used for shooting
architectural and landscape objects.
"Aptina A7", which was released to

coincide with the company's fifteenth
anniversary, was the first model on
Samsung's full-frame E-M1. A year

and a half later, in April 2011, the APS-
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C sensor (17M pixels, 20M dots) was
replaced by APS (20M), increased to

24M pixels. The "apparatus" was
offered with eight cameras, of which

two (A7) were focusing, and the
remaining three (A5) served as a front

camera. Since 2012, Samsung has
redefined the front camera and

introduced an APS CMOS sensor
developed jointly with Innolux. At the
end of February 2014, the company

introduced the "Innolumens RX6 II", a
new hybrid portrait lens that can shoot
at up to 20 frames per second and at

shutter speeds up to 1/60 second. After
a month of running in the experimental
shop, the new model was presented at
Photokina 2014 in Cologne, Germany.
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In 2015, the "Infrared Recognition
Face Camera" (IRF) lens was
showcased at the Photoshop

International User Expo 2015 in
Valencia.On March 6, 2015, the

company released an updated
"Incredible Sigma 30 MM", changing

ergonomics (18 mm body) and
dimensions (310 mm in diameter and
145 mm thick), as the use of out-of-
focus AF became a problem. The AF

process at the angle of the lens can take
about two seconds, and most users go
crazy trying to increase the AF time,
and some are not ready for this. The
location of the arc diaphragm allows
the use of an aspherical element to
create an image with deep gradient
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transitions or additional contrast. The
CRM sensor and 16-megapixel CMOS
sensor increase the requirements for

photo parameters compared to
conventional ones. Devices "Invision
Power Board" and "Instax Mini" are

capable of shooting at speeds up to 10
frames per minute. Feel
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